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ABSTRACT 
The dimensional 1•ariability of casti11gfeaturesfrom production 
11rar and ductile iron castings has been characterized. Dimen-
1i111ral data from castings and pa11erns has been collected from 
cast111gs produced at seve11jobbingfou11dries. The variability of 
orer 300 casting features from castings produced i11 green sa11d 
molds using jolt squeeze, high-pressure hori:,ontal parting line 
and 1·ertical parting line molding processes lzai·e been eval11-
atl'll. 
A comprelze11sive database of casting, pattern a11d feature 
l'Clriables ha1•e bee11 developed so that the infl11e11ce of these 
rnriables on dime11sio11al variability can be determined. Mea-
111reme11t system analysis techniques were used to ensure that 
lar~e measurement errors were 11ot reported as dimensional 
rwiahility. Results indicate that the dimensional variability of 
production casting features is less tha11 is indicated by current 
International Standards Organi:atio11 (ISO) standards. The type 
of molding process strongly influences dimensional variabil-
ity- high-pressure 111oldi11g results i11 reduced casting dimen-
1ional variability. 
Other geometric co11sideratio11s, rnclz as feature size. casting 
11 t·1~/11 and parting line. also i11flue11ce variability. Correspond-
ing pan em measurements indicate that 1he ac111al pall em allow-
a11ce.1 for casti1111 features vary considerably. This l'C1ria1io11 in 
pal/em allowances stro11gly influences the ability of the foundry 
to wlisfy customer di111ensio11al requirements. 
INTRODUCTION 
Dimensional control of iron castings is an important issue for 
foundries and users of castings. Purchasers of iron castings need 
accurate information on the dimensional capabilities of iron casting 
processes. Control of as-cast dimensions is important, even if critical 
ca,ung features are later machined. Automated machining opera-
tion'> often require tight as-cast dimensional tolerances to ensure 
con\l'>tent fixturing. Additional costs may be incurred by customers, 
due to excessive variability in casting dimensions. The decision to 
u,c an iron casting may even be dependent on the degree of as-cast 
dimensional control that can be achieved. To assure satbfied custom-
er,, foundries need to understand the dimensional capabilities of 
their processes and also control critical process parameters that 
contribute to the dimensional variability of critical casting dimen-
"ons. 
'vtany individual processing steps are necessary to produce an 
iron casting in a sand mold. This includes sand preparation, core 
making, mold making, mold-to-core assembly, iron composition 
control and finishing. All of these processing steps can be expected 
to have an impact on the dimensional repeatability of the resultant 
castings. Time-dependent changes, such as pattern wear, and wear of 
flask pins and bushing, can also be expected to influence repeatabi l-
ity or the nomina l dimensions of components. 
In addition to the casting di mensional error caused by process 
variability, there are also errors associated with the design and 
construction of pattern equipment. If the actual shrinkage of a casting 
feature is not equal to the pattern allowance used in the pattern 
design, or if the pattern feature was made incorrectly, lhen the 
resultant casting feature dimension will be incorrect. Recently pub-
Ii hed work by the authors has also shown lhat sample casting 
inspection strategies can also greatly influence pattern errors for 
production tooling. 
Dimensional tolerance speci fications and guidelines for iron 
castings should accurately reflect the dimensional capabilities of 
contemporary casting processes for a variety of casting processes 
and casting types. They are an important guide to the casting designer 
when dimensional tolerances arc initially established for a given 
casting design. Currently, there are no U.S. or industry trade associa-
tion specifications or guidelines for the expected dimensional vari-
abi lity of iron casting features. However, The International Stan-
dards Organization (ISO) currently has developed specifications for 
dimensional tolerances of castings, including iron castings. 1 
Published tolerance specifications are problematic if they under-
estimate or overestimate a foundry's dimensional capabilities. If 
tolerance speci fications and guide! ines developed for casting users 
are too tight, excessive dimensional scrap will occur. Excessively 
wide dimensional tolerance specificat ions encourage designers to 
ignore the specifications and arbitrarily choose unreasonable toler-
ances for critical dimensions, or, in a worst-case scenario, to choose 
a fabrication ratherthan a casting. It is in the foundry industry's long-
term interest that dimensional tolerance specifications reflect the 
current dimensional capabilities of casting processes. 
Past studies have characterized certain aspects of dimensional 
repeatability that can be expected for iron castings.2-9 Key studies 
include early comprehensive studies perfonned by the Institute of 
British Foundryman,2.Jcomprehensivestudies in Sweden by Villner45 
and studies initiated but never fully completed by the American 
Foundrymen's Society.7-9 Other, more specific studies have evalu-
ated the influence of specific molding processes or metal conditions 
on the dimensional variability of iron castings. 1()-D The work in the 
1960s and 1970s by Villner is the basis on which the current 
International Standards Organization (ISO) casting dimensional 
tolerance specification, ISO 8062-94 "Castings-System of Dimen-
sional Tolerances and Machining Allowances," is based. 
Careful evaluation of these studies indicates that most, if not all. 
of these past studies did not use measurement systems with adequate 
repeatability and reproducibility. Measurement system errors are 
likely confounded with process variability, masking true process 
dimensional capabilities. Also. improved contemporary molding 
processes and molding process control in the past decade is not 
adequately reflected in these standards. which are based on 1970'> 
capabi lities. 
The ISO 8062 specification characterizes casting dimensional 
tolerances that can be expected for all common types of cast metals, 
casting methods and production-run lengths. The allowable toler-
ances increase as feature dimensions increase in this tolerance 
scheme. Additional dimensional variability b allowed for certain 
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types of casting features such as wall thicknesses. JSO 8062 includes 
many verbal disclaimers that suggest that tolerances obtained for 
certain types and classes of castings may be greaterthan the tolerance 
limits indicated in the speci fication. 
Table 1 summarizes the appropriate ISO 8062 tolerance guide-
lines for iron castings. These tolerance limits are plotted in Fig. I to 
show the relationship between the allowable tolerance grades and the 
influence of feature length on variability. The ISO 8062 specification 
recognizes that closer tolerances can be specified for long-produc-
tion-run castings, and that more dimensional control can be achieved 
for castings made from shell or nobake sand molds. The recom-
mended tolerance grade ranges indicated for each different produc-
tion scenario are quite broad. 
Recent studies of foundry dimensional measurements systems 
have shown that the gage repeatability and reproducibility (Gage 
R&R) for foundry inspection is often inadequate.14-15 Variability 
introduced by less-than-adequate measurement systems contributes 
significantly to the measured variability of casting dimensions-
overestimating actual casting variability. This suggests that inad-
equate Gage R&R may have also influenced the data from which the 
ISO 8062 dimensional tolerance specifications were originally de-
veloped. For example, adequate Gage R&R is particularly difficult 
to obtain when inspecting large casting features. This may have 
significantly overestimated the influence of casting feature length on 
variability, as indicated in the specification. 
Because of these many uncertainties in the interpretation of past 
dimensional repeatability tudies and current dimensional tolerance 
spec ifications, it is necessary to re-evaluate the dimensional repeat-
ability of comemporary iron castings. The results of an on-going two-
year study of the dimensional variability of production iron castings 
are presented. In this study, adequate measurement systems were 
used throughout. Factors contributing to casting feature variability 
have been identified. Also, comparisons of overall dimensional 
capabi lities to ISO dimensional tolerance specifications have been 
made. 
EXPERIMENT AL PROGRAM 
The comprehensive casting feature dimensional variability data 
from green sand molding processes from seven jobbing iron found-
ries have been collected. This includes measurements of 308 differ-
ent casting features from 58 different casting designs. Each ca~ting 
feature was typically measured on 30 different castings produced 
from at least two separate production runs over a two-month period 
of time. Only feature (point-to-point) measurements are reported 
here. 
This dirnen ional data and corresponding proce~s and geometric 
descriptors were compiled in a comprehen ive database to as~i~t in 
the analysis and interpretation of the data. Complete details of the 
database structure, measurement system analysis techniques u~ed. 
Table 1. 
Dimensional Tolerance Guidelines for Iron Castings Adopted From 
ISO 8062 Tolerance Guidelines for Castings 
Raw Castings Basic 
Dimensions Total Casting T olerance-6a 
mm (mm) 
Up to and 
Over lncludina Casbna Tolerance Grade CT 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
10 .74 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.8 42 
10 16 .78 1.1 1.6 2.2 3.0 4.4 
16 25 .82 1.2 1.7 2.4 3.2 4.6 60 80 
25 40 .90 1.3 1.8 2.6 3.6 5.0 7.0 9.0 
40 63 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.6 8.0 10 
63 100 1.1 1.6 22 3.2 4.4 60 9.0 11 
100 160 1.2 1.8 2.5 3.6 5.0 7.0 10 12 
160 250 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.6 8.0 11 14 
250 400 1.6 2.2 3.2 4.4 6.2 9.0 12 16 
Type of Iron Cast ing Recommended 
ISOGrede 
LONG PRODUCTION 
Sand cast, hand molded CT 11to14 
Sand cast, machine molded CT8to 12 
and shell moldina 
SHORT PRODUCTION SERIES 
Clay bonded CT 13 to 15 
Chemlcallv bonded CT 11to13 
Feature Length (In) 
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Fig. 1. ISO 8062-94 dimensional tolerance specification for castings. 
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Table 2. 
Summary of Casting and Molding Processes Evaluated (Casting Weight <150 lb) 
-
MOLDING METHOD Number of Number of Number of Features Median Casting Weight Median Feature Length 
Lines Evaluated Castings 
Measured 
Jolt Squeeze 4 22 
High Pressure Squeeze 4 16 
Vertical Partina Line 1 8 
Total 9 46 
and casting feature inspection procedures used have been previous I y 
reported.16 Table 2 summarizes the overall scope of the gray and 
ductile dimensional data collected and evaluated. More detailed 
summaries of the data collected at each foundry is shown in Table 3. 
Parts chosen for study at each foundry were typical of the sizes, 
weights, and geometries commonly produced at each location. The 
meawred feature lengths and total casting weights fora ll the castings 
measured in the study are plotted in Fig. 2 for the various molding 
processes evaluated. Because many of the castings studied were less 
than 150 lb, much of the analysis in this paper is limited to these 
smaller castings, to ensure that sufficient results were obtained to 
in\urc valid comparisons. 
FOUNDRY 
A 
B 
c 
D 
D 
D 
E 
E 
E 
G 
G 
G 
Table3. 
Summary of Casting Characteristics for 
Each Foundry Molding Line 
MOLDING LINES NUMBER OF 
CASTINGS 
MEASURED 
Jolt saueeze 1 
Hlah Pressure saueeze 2 
Vertical Partina Line 8 
Jolt &iueeze 2 
Hiah Pressure Soueeze 4 
Total 6 
Jolt Saueeze 7 
Hiah Pressure Saueeze 4 
Total 11 
Jon Saueeze 12 
Hiah Pressure Saueeze 6 
Total 18 
1000 00 
100.00 
NUMBER OF 
FEATURES 
MEASURED 
8 
9 
46 
22 
40 
62 
62 
22 
84 
61 
38 
99 
·-
... 
• -· 
Measured 
(lb) (kg) lin) Imm) 
153 28 13 2 52 
109 3 2 2 52 
46 12 5 3 66 
308 11 5 2 54 
RESULTS 
Table 4 shows the average casting feature dimensional variability 
(6cr) observed for the various green sand molding methods for 
castings weighing less than 150 lb (45 kg). In this analysis, casting 
features created from cores and core placement have been eliminated 
from the analysis. This allows the di rect influence of the molding 
systems on dimensional variability to be evaluated. 
The average dimensional variability for vertical parting line 
molding was significantly less than for the other green sand molding 
methods. However, it should be no ted that the median casting weight 
and the median feature length for these castings were significant ly 
less than for the jolt-squeeze and high-pressure-squeeze (horizontal 
parting line) molding processes. These average values are influenced 
not only by the molding processes themselves, but also by the degree 
of sand system control and other factors that vary from foundry to 
foundry. 
This dimensional variability for the various green sand molding 
methods can be further evaluated with foundry- to-foundry compari-
sons, as shown in Table 5. Again , features influenced by cores and 
core placement have been excluded from th is comparison. Jolt-
squeeze molding produced castings with significantly more dimen-
sional variability (from 10-30% additional variability) at all found-
ries. Foundry-to-foundry differences can abo be clearly seen. The 
average dimensional variability for jolt-squeeze molding at foundry 
E was twice as large as the variabi li ty observed at the other foundries. 
This dimensional variability observed for molding methods and 
for individual foundries can best be interpreted by comparing it to the 
• • • • • 
•••• .. • • 
• - • • • • ... ~" 
. -· ... .::· .. iJ.. • 
g 
l: 
Cl 
~ 
Cl 
c 
. , 
., 
.. 
(.) 
10.00 
1.00 
0.10 
0. 100 
• 
• 
-
-
• 
• -
• ~· .. • • 
• • ••• • 
... . . .,. . •• • 
•• ·.& 
1.000 
.. ,,, 
#+A _ • ·.-: ... . . . .. 
- -
- -··~- ... • • • • • •.·~.-i rl •a • 
• • 
•• • • 
• • HIGH PRESSURE SQUEEZE 
• JOLT SQUEEZE 
• VERTICAL PARTING LINE 
10.000 100.000 
Feature Length (In) 
Fig. 2. Feature length and casting weight distribution of castings and casting features evaluated. 
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Table4. 
Dimensional Variability of Castings Weighing Less Than 150 lb 
-
Number of Average Dimensional 
Molding Method Features Variability (6cr) Median Casting Weight Median Feature Length 
(in) (mm) (lb) (kg) (in) 
Jolt Squeeze 153 0.068 1.726 28 13 2 
High Pressure Squeeze 109 0.055 1.405 3 2 2 
Vertical Parting Line 46 0.028 0.722 12 5 3 
FOUNDRY 
A 
B 
c 
D 
D 
D 
E 
E 
E 
G 
G 
G 
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Tables. 
Dimensional Variability of Castings Less Than 150 lb for Each Foundry 
-
MOLDING LINES NUMBER OF NUMBER OF AVERAGE DIMENSIONAL MEDIAN CASTING 
CASTINGS FEATURES VARIBILITY (6a) WEIGHT 
Jolt Squeeze 
High Pressure~ueeze 
Vertical Parting Line 
Jolt Squeeze 
High Pressure Squeeze 
Total 
Jolt Saueeze 
Hiah Pressure Saueeze 
Total 
Jolt Squeeze 
High Pressure Squeeze 
Total 
MEASURED MEASURED 
(in) (mm) 
1 8 0.11 5 2.93 
2 9 0.049 1.24 
8 46 0.028 0.72 
2 22 0.042 1.07 
4 40 0.065 1.65 
6 62 0.057 1.45 
7 62 0.o75 1.91 
4 22 0.070 1.78 
11 84 0.073 1.85 
12 61 0.063 1.61 
6 38 0.037 0.94 
18 99 0.053 1.35 
Table6. 
Comparison Between Measured Variability and ISO 8062 
Dimensional Tolerance Specification for Each Molding Method 
(Casting Weight <150 lb) 
-
-
-
(lb) (kg) 
135 61 
6 3 
12 5 
1 0 
3 1 
2 1 
35 16 
9 4 
28 13 
17 8 
3 2 
6 3 
Percentage of features with dimensional variability less than ISO "CT' 
MOLDING METHOD 
Jolt Squeeze 
High Pressure Squeeze 
Vertical Parting Line 
Total 
tolerance grades 
CT6 CT8 CT 9 CT1 0 
7% 54% 78% 84% 
20% 60% 79% 100% 
70% 98% 100% 100% 
21% 62% 81% 92% 
Table 7. 
Comparison Between Measured Variability and ISO 8062 
Dimensional Tolerance Specification for Each Foundry 
(Casting Weight < 150 lb) 
CT12 
99% 
100% 
100% 
99% 
FOUNDRY MOLDING LINES Percentage of features with dimensional variability less 
than ISO ·er· tolerance arades 
CT6 CT8 CT9 CT10 CT12 
A Jolt Saueeze 0% 13% 25% 50% 100% 
B Hiah Pressure Saueeze 0% 56% 89% 100% 100% 
c Vertical Parting Line 70% 98% 100% 100% 100% 
D Jolt Squeeze 9% 68% 95% 100% 100% 
D Hiah Pressure Saueeze 10% 48% 68% 100% 100% 
D Total 10% 55% 77% 100% 100% 
E Jolt Squeeze 6% 40% 73% 81% 100% 
E Hiah Pressure Saueeze 9% 36% 64% 100% 100% 
E Total 7% 39% 70% 86% 100% 
G Jolt Saueeze 8% 67% 84% 85% 97% 
G Hiah Pressure Saueeze 42% 87% 97% 100% 100% 
G Total 21% 75% 89% 91 % 98% 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(mm) 
52 
52 
66 
MEDIAN FEATURE 
LENGTH 
(in) (mm) 
5 135 
1 30 
3 66 
1 20 
1 27 
1 26 
2 45 
2 39 
2 44 
4 91 
3 71 
3 72 
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ISO 8062 casting dimensional tolerance specifications for iron 
castings. Table6 shows overall comparisons for the various molding 
methods. These tables indicate the percentage of features that had 
mea,ured variability values less than the variabi lity indicated in the 
ISO specification. ISO 8062 suggests that long-production series 
machine molded green sand ca<,ti ngs should conform to the CT 8-CT 
12 tolerance grades. Short production series castings should conform 
to the CT 13-CT 15 tolerance grades. 
In Table6, all casting feature variability measurements, including 
those influenced by cores and core placement, are compared. Clearly, 
the dimensional variability of iron castings are well within the upper 
CT 12 tolerance specification for long-production series castings, 
and, in most cases, less than the CT 8 specification. Overall , 96% of 
the castings conformed to CT 12, and 66% conformed to CT 8. It 
must be pointed out that this comparison of casting variability to the 
tolerance specification assumes that all casting features can be 
accurately "centered" within the customer's tolerance limits. 
Table 6 clearly highlights differences in the capabilities of the 
1arious molding processes. Vertical parting line molding is 100% 
··CT 12 capable" and 98% "CT 8 capable," while manual jolt-
~queeze molding is 99% capable at the CT 12 level, but only 54% 
capable at the CT 8 level. These comparisons must be interpreted 
with great care. Additional data from a large number of iron found-
rie> is needed to confirm these trends. 
Table 7 shows the dimensional capabilities of the individual 
foundry molding lines, compared to ISO 8062. Although the overall 
differences between molding methods are still evident, foundry-to-
foundry differences in dimensional capabilities are significant. 
Table 8. 
Effect of Feature Type on Dimensional Variability for 
Castings Weighing Less Than 150 lb. 
FEATURE NUMBER OF AVERAGE DIMENSIONAL MEDIAN FEATURE 
T'l'PE FEATURES VARIABILITY LENGTH 
{in) lrnml linl lmml 
A 100 0.059 1.49 1 35 
B 49 0.050 1.28 3 72 
D 22 0.062 1.58 4 102 
E 16 0.037 0.93 0.3 9 
F 39 0.059 1.50 2 45 
H 62 0.067 1.71 3 73 
Table9. 
Influence of Iron Type on Dimensional Variability for 
Castings Weighing Less Than 150 lb 
TYPE OF NUMBER OF AVERAGE DIMENSIONAL MEDIAN FEATURE 
IRON FEATURES VARIABILITY LENGTH 
linl lmml linl lmml 
Grav 121 0.0681 1.72 2 I 55 
Ductile 110 0.0641 1.62 2 I 57 
MaUeable 31 0.0391 1.00 1 I 23 
Table 10. 
Comparison of Iron, Steel and Aluminum 
Green Sand Molding Methods 
AVERAGE DIMENSIONAL 
METAL VARIABILITY 
!in\ (mm) 
Iron I< 100 lb.) 0.056 1.42 
Steel(< 100 lb.) 0.088 2.24 
Aluminum (< 40 lb.) 0.045 1.14 
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Figure 3 indicates the influence of casting weight on the dimen-
sional variabi lity for the jolt-squeeze, high-pressure-squeeze and 
vertical parting line mold ing processes. Casting weight docs not 
appear to significantly increase the total tolerance (60) for jolt-
squeeze molding. Small castings often exhibited high feature dimen-
sional variability. For the other molding processes, variabi lity in-
creased as casting weight increased. This appears to be due to the fact 
that high-pressure molding processes permit tight dimensional con-
trol for small castings. 
The influence of feature length on dimensional variability for the 
three molding methods is shown in Fig. 4. Dimensional control is 
more difficult for large features than for small features, for all 
molding processes. 
No clear conclusions can be made from Figs. 3 and 4 regarding the 
ability of the various molding processes to control feature dimen-
sions across mold parting lines. The data in these figures includes not 
only features noted directly by the pattern but also features controlled 
by core placement. 
The dimensional variability observed for casting features also can 
be expected to depend on the various mold/core/casting relationships 
that may significantly innuence dimensional variability. For ex-
ample. the dimensional variabi lity of the diameter of a cored hole is 
influenced by the dimensional repeatability of the core used to make 
the hole. However, the variability in wall thickness for that same 
cored feature is also innuenced by additional variation in core 
placement. The overall variability in wall thickness can be expected 
to be g reater than the variability for the hole diameter itself because 
of this additional "degree of freedom" due to core placement. 
Wall thickness feature and other mold-to-core features, however, 
are typically smaller than external casting dimensions. Therefore, 
feature s ize diffe rences tend to confuse the interpretation of the 
variabi lity expected for different mold/core relations. A schematic 
diagram illustrating the different casting feature types evaluated in 
thi s study is shown in Fig. 5. 
Table 8 summarizes the overall influence of the dimensional 
variabi lity observed for some of these feature types. Some differ-
ences in the average feature variabi lity for each mold type are 
observed. Type H features, mold-to-mold across the casting and 
core, displayed the largest variability. Feature type E, wall thickness 
type meawrements. actually had the least variability. However, 
these type E features had a median feature length of0.4 in., which was 
significantly smaller than the feature lengths from other feature 
types. 
The influence of iron type on dimensional variability is summa-
rized in Table 9. The average dimensional variability of ducti le irons 
was similar to that of gray irons. Malleable irons had significantly 
less average dimensional variability. However, this reduced variabil-
ity is due, to a g reat extent, to the reduced casting weight and average 
feature length of the malleable iron castings, compared to the gray 
and ductile iron castings. 
This variability observed for iron castings can be compared to the 
results of similar dimensional variabil ity studies performed on steel 
and aluminum green sand castings. Table I 0 compares the average 
variability of iron and steel castings(< I 00 lb) to aluminum castings 
(<40 lb). 
The increased amount of variability in steel castings. in compari-
son to iron castings of simi lar weights, feature lengths and molding 
processes, maybe due to two factors: 
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Fig. 3. Influence of casting weight on dimensional variability. 
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Fig. 4. Influence of feature length on dimensional variability. 
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FEATURE TYPE 
A mold to mold across casting 
8 mold to mold across mold 
C mold to mold across mold and casting 
D mold to mold across casting/mold/casting 
E mold to sand core across casting 
F sand core to sand core across sand core 
G mold to sand core across casting and sand core 
H mold to mold across casting/sand core/casting 
I sand core to sand core across casting 
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of mold relationships for green sand 
castings. 
• Steel castings can be expected to exhibit greater dimensional 
variability than iron castings because of their intrinsic higher 
pouring temperature. 
• Iron foundrie , in general, have better molding equipment and 
better sand system control than steel foundries (all jolt-
squeeze molding). 
When only iron jolt-squeeze casting dimensional variability 
(average variability= 0.068 in.) is compared to that of steel castings 
their relative dimensional capabilities are observed to be more 
\1milar. Similarly, the average dimensional variability of aluminum 
caslmgs (<40 lb) was 20% less than for iron castings(< 100 lb). The 
lo\\' er density of the aluminum, compared to iron, lessens the amount 
30 
25 
I 
~ 20 
~ 
0 
0 
! 15 ~ 
10 
5 
of mold wall expansion due to metallostatic pressure. This results in 
somewhat more dimensional control for aluminum castings with 
similar casting s izes, when compared to the iron castings evaluated 
in this study. 
Analysis of casting shrinkage was also carried out at two of the 
foundries. Pattern dimensions were compared to mean casting di-
mensions, to determine the pattern allowance or shrink rule. An 
average shrinkage percentage of0.0005% and 0.003% were obtained 
for gray and ductile iron, respectively. The shrinkage values obtained 
for gray and ductile iron are plotted as histograms in Fig. 6 . This 
distribution suggests a surprisingly wide range of pattern allowance 
values for different casting features. Such a wide distribution is 
attributed to the many geometry-dependent factors that effect actual 
shrinkage values, including mold wall movement and sand expan-
sion, as well as metal shrinkage itself. Additional data and data 
analysis is needed to further understand the influence of process and 
casting geometry factors on pattern allowances. 
SUMMARY 
Work with other iron foundries is continuing so that improved 
casting dimensional tolerance guidelines and pattern allowances can 
be developed, and so that improved dimensional control strategies 
can be refined. The data and data analysis presented here is a starting 
point on the journey toward an improved understanding of critical 
dimensional control issues for iron castings. 
The casting dimensional repeatability and pattern allowance 
information conducted at the five foundries has provided reliable 
data to assess the dimensional capabilities o f iron castings made in 
green sand molds. From thedata collected, the fo llowing conclusions 
can be made. 
·2 5% ·2 0% ·1.5% · 1.0% -0 5% 0 0% 0 5% 
Percent Shrink.age 
1.0% 1 5% 2.0% 25% 
Fig. 6. Observed pattern allowances for gray iron and ductile iron. 
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I. Both casting weight and feature length influence feature dimen-
sional variability. The iron ca tings evaluated had a significantly 
smaller dimensional variability than is indicated by the current ISO 
8062-94 standards for dimensional tolerances for iron castings. The 
ISO standard does not include casting weight as a significant factor 
influencing the dimensional variability. However, these results do 
indicate that casting weight does influence feature dimensional 
variability, especially for castings made in high-pressure green sand 
molding systems. 
2. The type of green sand molding equipment, as well the sand 
control, influences the amount of dimensional variability. Vertical 
parting line molding produces castings that have less than one-half 
of the dimensional variable of jolt-squeeze molded castings. Simi-
larly, horizontal parting line high-pressure molding al so has 
reduced casting dimensional variabi lity, compared to jolt-squeeze 
molding. 
3. The dimensional variability for green sand castings is also influ-
enced by the feature type. Casting dimensions with more degrees of 
freedom, such as those influenced by core assembly, can be expected 
to have additional dimensional variability. 
4. A wide distribution of pattern (shrinkage/allowance) values were 
measured for gray and ductile iron casting feature . This suggests 
that actual shrinkage values are very geometry-dependent. 
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